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As the allies prepare for World War II, Germany is still embroiled in East-Central and South-Eastern Europe, offering seemingly endless support to smaller factions in the region. The Third Balkan War has left the Balkan Peninsula fractured
and divided, and the Tripartite Alliance is still struggling to establish any measure of control over their own sphere of influence. With support coming from Russia, Turkey, Germany and the remaining Balkan States, Greece is faced with the

enormous task of bringing order to the Balkans after Bulgaria's fall. The events of the annexation of Thrace and Macedonia in the Third Balkan War have left the Greek border with Turkey vulnerable, and the Greek army has been
weakened beyond repair. This leaves the small nation of Greece with few options to stop the German plans to dominate the Balkans and the Bosporus. STALKER 2: The Signal Line Description In 1988, two brothers working in Russia’s

secret biological weapons program get involved in a geopolitical conflict with the British. A mysterious organisation intends to smuggle WMD materials across Russia into the West using truck drivers, while the British are trying to prevent
them from getting away with it. Saints Online II: Heroes of the Covenant Description Founded just as the wars are coming to a close, the Dominion of Sammicca is about to embark on a new history. In this new age of the Shining Age,

nations will rise and fall. However, no nation rises above another. And no nation falls without a spark that can burn through thick cultural and religious barriers. The wars of Sammicca are coming, and among the flames, one will burn with
hope and light. It will be the Dominion of Sammicca that light the way for a new age. Star Trek Online: Digital Expansion for Xbox One and PS4 Description Captain Pike is lost at sea. Surrounded by enemies. And on the verge of defeat. As

you attempt to make your way home, you find you’re not the only one in need of help… Madden NFL 25 Description The only annual passing phenomenon, the Madden NFL experience is back for the most complete, most authentic and
best-selling football video game of all time. Madden NFL 25 now includes an all-new First-to-Wink motion system, the most data-driven offense and defense in franchise history, and a redesigned passing game. A Way Out Description A

Way Out is a third

Rhythm Mage VR Features Key:
A.R.E.S.: Berzerker Suit has 9 different playable characters, known as “Berserkers”.

There are 3 character classes in the game, “Berzerker Suit Theotokos”, “Berzerker Suit Rhegeppos”, and “Berzerker Suit Moresnetos”.
There are also 5 different armor types to collect and equip.

Each character has a finishing move that is unique.
There are 9 stages to proceed through.

If you die at any point in the game, you will start off the next level with a new character.
Level 9 is real-time, and it takes an estimated 20 minutes of play time.

All of the weapons, armors, etc., are fully animated.
A.R.E.S.: Berzerker Suit also provides options such as flashing on your weapon and other options such as replacing enemy attacks with an arrow.

A.R.E.S.: Berzerker Suit Description

People live with a hollow feeling in their hearts because they are so busy missing somebody. --Richard Bach

A sense of having no future and no past is a disease --Elbert Hubbard

“A sense of having no future and no past is a disease”-Elbert Hubbard 

A bond of equality between man and every living being has been restored. Without this sense of security, a sense of community that envelopes all the living beings would disappear, leading to anarchy and disorder. 

Suit Versions:

 

1. Evangelion series Character Mode
Sanbeluh
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